
CHAIR PAWANMUKTASANA 

First with the arms extended and later with the option to fold the arms and support the forehead.  

Progressing to PARSVA PAWANMUKTASANA by sitting up and turning to the right leg before coming forward, and then to 

the left. 

TABLE UTTANASANA 

Again ensure full support of the front body (belly and chest) so that the whole torso 

is relaxed while the legs are now working.  

If no table is available you can use the setup above with two chairs with the legs 

astride taking the feet wider into PRASARITA PADOTTANASANA. 

All of these poses bring awareness to the movement of the breath in the back body. 

 

 

VRKSASANA 

Maintaining the mental composure of the earlier poses  and leg action of 

uttanasana come to balance in tree pose. 

 

Level 1 Sequence 8 

This is a short calming and soothing practice that will leave you feeling positively refreshed. 

Take care to look carefully at all the photos before you start so you can have all that you might need to 

ARDHA CHANDRASANA 

To be able to stay and focus on spinal 

extension and smooth breathing take 

support from the wall. 



SALAMBA PURVOTTANASANA 

Ensure your tailbone catches the edge of the table for support. 

Take sufficient height to  keep the spine long and free so there is no catch in the back. 

Check also that the forehead is higher than the chin which is inturn higher than the 

chest. 

Have strong TADASANA legs, start to exhale further as you stay in this pose. 

A super pose to boost immunity so supporting the arms allows a longer stay and better 

circulation to lymph nodes and glands. 

BHARADVAJASANA 

Take your feet to the left and turn to the right in this classic pose. 

Keeping both sides of the torso as even in length as you can and the shoulders level as 

you turn. 

For sore knees sit on a chair to twist. 

VIRASANA with arm variations 

Ensure both buttocks are firmly on the ground or supports. 

Try to keep spine long  and chest open with smooth breaths . 

Release any tension in the neck and shoulders with exhalation. 

 

SUPTA BADDHA KONASANA 

A familiar pose to all, but most restorative when using supports, take what works best 

for you 

Another symmetrical pose, with the spine long, the sides of the torso even in length 

and the chest open. 

SAVASANA 

Take care in placing yourself well so there is little disturbance from the body allowing a 

really quiet savasana. 


